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Tags and seals have long been recognized as importaV_ --_eeIS_ in _=rms,,cem_-re"-
The trend in control of armaments is to limit militarily significant equipment
that is capable of being verified through direct and cooperative means,
chiefly on-site inspection or monitoring. Although this paper will focus on
the CFE treaty, the role of tags and seals for other treaties will also be
addressed. Published technology and concepts will be reviewed, based on open
sources.

Arms control verification tags are defined as unique identifiers designed
to be tamper-revealing; in that respect, seals are similar, being used as
indicators of unauthorized access. Tamper-revealing tags are intended as
single-point markers, seals for two-point couplings, and nets for volume
containment. Seals usually bind two separate components, such as a hatch or

• flange that provides access to a secure compartment or a valve that controls
fluid flow. A tamper-revealing net might be comprised of a coupled fiber-

optic bundle wrapped around an object. Sometimes the term "seal" is used to
denote the tamper-revealing feature of a tag that is attached to a surface,
but in this paper the tamper-indicating connection is considered to be part of
the tag concept itself.

The terms ,,tamper-revealing"and "tamper-indicating" are used inter-

changeably. The expression ,,tamper-resistant"is also frequently used without
necessarily implying any greater degree of resistance to transfer. "Tamper-

proof" would be an overstatement, but "tamper-proofing" might be appropriate
to indicate the design intention. Depending on their specific arms control
role, tags need to have built-in resistance to counterfeiting and transfer.
Seals have the additional requirement of verifying the integrity of a closure.

The functions of an arms control tag can be considered to be two-fold: to

provide field verification of the identity of a treaty-limited item (TLI), and
to have a means of authentication of the tag and its tamper-revealing
features. Authenticati_6ncould be accomplished in the field or be completed
elsewhere.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Technology Support Programs
under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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TREATY REQUIREMENTS

Neither the INF Treaty a nor the underground nuclear-weapons testing treaties
have had a requirement for tags. As aids to limitations on the number of
mobile missiles and to control their modernization and production, tags and
seals have been proposed for START._ If nuclear warheads were to be verifi-
abily removed from service and dismantled, tags and seals might be needed.

For proposed multilateral treaties, tags and seals might have a more
widespread role; their value increases with the practical difficulties of
accountability when a great many items must be verified. In verification of a
CWc Convention, seals could be important in assuring against,prohibited uses
of holding tanks, valves, containers, and facilities. The CFE_ treaty has the
potential for the largest number of tags -- perhaps hundreds of thousands.

Before the iNF Treaty, bilateral negotiations between the United States
and the Soviet Union concentrated on the technology of the weapons being
limited by the treaty. The text of SALT II, e for example, contains long
sections of technical language defining such properties of missiles as throw-
weight. Verification of SALT treaties was to be by national technical means
(NTM).

The INF Treaty broke new ground for arms limitation by concentrating on
the details of the verification procedures to be used in implementation.
Previously only the Non-Proliferation and the Peaceful Nuclear Explosions
treaties had placed an equivalent emphasis on verification procedures and
technologies. On-site inspection to verify the INF reductions was an
important consideration in negotiating the treaty as well as forming a large
chunk of its text. The recently ratified Threshold Test Ban Treaty contains a
new set of detailed verification protocols.

In the negotiations on reductions of conventional forces (CFE), on-site
inspection provisions have again played a major role in the design of the
treaty provisions. Advances in tagging technology promise to enhance security

,under a second-stage CFE Treaty aswell as to reduce the cost of verification.
NTM can track large concentrations of weapons but cannot verify compliance
with ceilings. Tagging and keeping track of each deployed weapon provides
automatic control of the total inventory of weapons. Although simple seals
and markers have been used from ancient times, more sophisticated devices have
been devised to cope with countermeasure technology and with the importance of
items to be controlled. For example, the domestic safeguarding of nuclear

alntermediate-range Nuclear Forces.

bstrategic Arms Reduction Treaty.
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materials and weapons l_asbeen facilitated by tamper-reveal_ng seals of many
types. These applications have been picked up by the IAEA_ in carrying out
its responsibilities on nuclear materials under the Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT). Commercial applications for secure indicators are on the market.

Verification Requirements

CFE verification entails counting a large number of items; taking account of
various sites and zones of deployment, storage, production, withdrawal, and
elimination; compliance with limits on holdings and observation of mobiliza-
tion capability; and recognition of modernization. Other impending treaties
have more restricted goals.

From a military viewpoint, the CFE treaty is intended to increase
stability and reduce the risk of war by means of force reductions and
transparency measures. The reductions in deployed forces will come about in
part by withdrawal of forces from the Atlantic-to-the-Urals (ATTU) and by
actual elimination (destruction, dismantlement, or conversion) of some
equipment. The transparency measures may require verification not enly of the
objects that are being reduced (troops and equipment) but also of more
transient characteristics like mobilization potential and modernization. All
of these features must be verified within a multi-dimensional matrix that
includes deployment ceilings and subceilings within zones, national and
alliance constraints, flexible and declared interzone transit and exercises,
storage at designated sites, production at declared facilities, withdrawal
through exit points, and elimination at approved sites.

The measures that could be used for verification include on-site inspec-
tion (OSI), on-site monitoring (OSM), roving inspectors, aerial surveillance,
and -- of course -- NTM. The possible technologies that could aid verifica-
tion include tags, sensors, cameras, and computers.

Based on the preceding military objectives, certain functional principles
can be identified. Of overriding concern is cost-effectiveness.

i

Strict complete initial item accountability. All agreed treaty-limited items
might be subject to strict and complete initial accountability because: (1)
any item declared in a treaty becomes as a matter of law subject to verifica-
tion; (2) overall accountability is facilitated by having accurate verifica-
tion from the moment the treaty enters into force; and (3) if accountability
is not complete from the beginning, the process is not reversible when
compliance questions arise. One must keep in mind the possibility of a
follow-on CFE-II treaty with further verified reductions.

Timely verification. The time scale for verification is driven by mobiliza-
tion potential and countermeasure reaction. The degree and rapidity of
access, the thoroughness of data collected, and the speed of transmission and
assimulation of data are key factors in the utility of verification. The INF
short-notice inspection process gives up to eight or nine hours advance notice

alnternational Atomic Energy Agency.
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of OSl at a given site. For CFE it will often be possible to reach many sites
in a few hours. In addition, there will probably be a constant presence of
attached personnel, roving inspectors, and other informants. Periodic aerial
and frequent satellite observation is also likely.

Accurate and efficient accountability. Because of several factors -- the very
large number of items that could be subject to declaration (200-300 thousand),
the initial surge of withdrawal, and the subsequent stages of reduction --
accurate and efficient means of item counting will be necessary to keep
verification costs low and minimize disputes over compliance.

Synergistic support for NTM. The intelligence resources of many treaty
parties will continue to provide strategic information on overall
conventional-force deployment activities. NTM data interpretation can be
expedited and improved by ground verification, and conversely. OSI selection
can be guided by data from NTM.

High cost-effectiveness in verification technoloqies. Technical means of
augmenting verification must satisfy stringent tests in cost-effectiveness,
especially when one must take into account the large number of gbjects and
factors with military significance.

Limited redundancy through different approaches. It is an accepted principle
in many fields to allow redundancy by similar or different means when the
objectives are sufficiently important. There might be some situations in CFE
verification where overlap in types of verification should be accepted. For
example, is the cup half-full or half-empty? If 5000 out of 10,000 TLIs are
eliminated, what is more important: verifying the elimination or verifying the
residual? Verifying just one of these two aspects might be sufficient, but
verifying both would give added confidence.

Stronq reliance on human observation. The human being is a highly capable and
discriminating sensor and integrator of various indicators (but with limited
and short-term memory). Perhaps the most important aspect of inspection will

,be the observations and inferences drawn by qualified military personnel,
particularly in terms of the less quantitative aspects of on-site inspec-
tion. In fact, one goal of technology will be to relieve the inspectors of
certain routine steps in verification so that they can concentrate on
qualitative aspects such as war-fighting capability and treaty circumvention.

Burdensharinq. Costs of verification will have to be borne by the parties to
the treaty in some agreed manner. There have been 16 members of NATO_ and 7
members of the Warsaw Pact. With a drawdown in troops occurring, no doubt
considerable weight will be given to uniformed inspectors as a key means of
apportioning cost with minimal impact on national budgets.

Shareability. Because of the large number of nations involved--with diversity
in language, culture, and outlook--the shareability of equipment, data,
organization, and inspections, along with commonality and transparanc_, will
be extremely important in CFE (and CWC).

aNorth Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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Because the military value of individual items of account in CFE is much
less than (for example) nuclear weapons, the threshold for military signifi-
cance of discrepancies in verified account can be placed at levels corre-
sponding to numbers like 10 or 20% of the limited items. However, detailed
accountability is needed in order to reach such conclusions, and there are
several reasons why small.scale discrepancies should be detected:

i) Even if the violations are not militarily significant, but they are
deliberate, the earliest possible tip-off is needed in order to
recognize the symptoms and to institute the earliest possible
remedies.

2) Detection of small-scale violations will discourage cheating that is
disguised as minor anomalies. What better way is there to increment
deployed forces than to put up and maintain a smokescreen of small
discrepancies, with each detected discrepancy being able to mask
several more real illegal increases?

3) Political confidence, in this and in other pending negotiations is
enhanced by day-to-day and long-term demonstration of strict
compliance. The design of verification regimes that convey this
approach is likely to encourage signing and ratification of such
treaties.

4) It is axiomatically better to resolve discrepancies as they occur
rather than to wait until they become militarily significant.

The Potential Role of Taqqing

Although tagging for START at one time was considered for a comprehensive
role, it has ebbed to keeping track of mobile missiles.

Discussions held regarding CFE have recognized the need for stabilization
of troops and armament at lower levels. This improved stabilization could

,take qualitative and/or quantitative forms, in terms of offensive/defensive
postures or in terms of specific items of account -- such as troops and major
armament platforms.

Because major armaments are to be reduced in number and controlled in
deployment, tamper-revealing tags could play a significant role. The key
functions for such tags would be to assist in inventory and location of items
of account during baseline and drawdown phases. Some straightforward,
concurrent means of keeping track of objects eliminated or retained would
increase confidence in compliance.

On the other hand, tags have several potential drawbacks that need to be
addressed: overhead costs_ could be high for tagging tens or hundreds of
thousands items of account, and tag survivability is important under a wide
range of field conditions.

The foundation of a cost-effective framework for CFE could be self-

applied tagging of all TLIs to gain rapid and accurate accountability. Rapid
accountability expedites the inspection process and allows more items to be
checked in a given inspection period; accurate accountability supports
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effective verification and avoids unwarranted compliance disputes. The
results are reduced cost of verification, improved accuracy in item counting,
and enhanced security.

A constraint on tagging is the notion of "parsimony". The most demanding
extension of this notion is the requirement of developing a tag that can be
applied during the baseline period by the party to be inspected without
witness by other treaty parties. A statement of this requirement has been
given by two former officials of the Western European Union as follows:

As far as we are aware, no "ideal" tag has yet been developed
for verifying conventional armament levels. Of course, a tag must
be nonre_licable by an adversary which has all necessary resources
available. It must also be nonremovable from one TLI to another
without a clear indication to the inspector that it was moved.

It is probably not too difficult to develop a rugged tag with
these characteristics and which is easy to validate or interrogate
utilizing existing technologies provided that the inspecting side
is able to affix and remove the taqs. To be able to do that, the
inspectors have to see all TLIs within a short time span after the
entry into force of the agreement, which defeats the main purpose
of the tags i.e., to avoid unnecessary intrusiveness. It would be
much better if the inspected side could affix the tags to its own
TLIs. The resulting problem is to develop a tag which is still
foolproof in that case. A solution would be that the inspected
state has to send to the inspectorate unique information on the tag
which can only be acquired after the tag has been affixed to the
TLI. Examples might be the unique pattern of an optical fiber seal
which is formed when sealing the tag to the TLI, or a tag
consisting of a "fingerprint" of part of the TLI itself [MAX-891.

The baseline period after a treaty goes into force could be more
effectively utilized by each side in inventorying its own equipment and in

,applying the tags. During this period each side will probably uncover
anomalies in its inventory that are better straightened out through this
registration process that would result in a revised declaration.

Some generalities about verification quality for unique identifiers can
be stated. First, verification quality -- in terms of non-counterfeitability
and non-transferability -- depends on the needs of the specific treaty; the
degree of stringency for START, CWC, CFE, and NPT will vary. Second,
verification standards also depend on the military significance of the TLIs;
e.g., nuclear weapons vs. armored personnel carriers. Third, it will depend
on the rigorousness of verification, as reflected in part by national legal
requirements. Fourth, there is some linkage of verification quality with
other tag/seal attributes, such as durability and readability, inasmuch as
tradeoffs in design must often be made.

Tagging for conventional weapons differs in two principle ways from
tagging for strategic arms limitation. First the number of conventional
weapons that might be tagged is an order of magnitude larger than the number
of strategic weapons systems that must be counted. Under President Bush's
proposal of May 29, 1989, each side would be limited to 20,000 tanks, 28,000
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armored troop carriers and 16,500 to 24,000 artillery pieces in addition to
ceilings on troops and land-based combat aircraft and helicopters. Thus CFE
monitoring is likely to track of many tens-of-thousands of individual TLIs on
each side. In comparison, the U.S. and the Soviet Union each deploy fewer
than 40 submarines armed with SLBMs.a The strategic bomber fle_etsare smaller
than 500 planes, and each side deploys fewer than 1300 ICBMs.u Although the
United States plans to deploy 4000 sea-launched cruise missiles, fewer than
800 of them will carry nuclear warheads and they all will be deployed on 200
vessels [l'H-891. Under the INF Treaty the Soviet Union agreed to destroy 1836
missiles and the U.S. to dispose of 859.

Clearly the number of tags for CFE monitoring could be significantly
larger than the number of tags that could be used for monitoring strategic
arms limitation. Moreover, CFE will limit the numbers of weapons deployed in
specific geographic zones. Data management for CFE verification will also be
significantly more of a problem than for strategic arms because ceiling,
subceiling, zone, subzone, national, and foreign limitations need to be
verified. The multinational, multilingual aspects of CFE place a premium on a
unified numerical designation.

Another important difference between the treaties arises from the fact
that strategic weapons are produced, deployed and maintained at a limited
number of facilities that are subject to intense security precautions. Land-
mobile missiles and submarines can, of course, range over large areas of land
and ocean respectively, but to date they must return to a limited number of
bases or ports for servicing and can be monitored when they are there. In
contrast, conventional weapons require less specialized facilities for
servicing. They are deployed at a larger number of bases. All TLIs that have
been mentioned in CFE negotiations are highly mobile and could generally be
easily concealed in cities or the countryside. Our experience during World
War II demonstrated that civilian industrial plants can be quickly converted
to the production of these weapons. Monitoring schemes for conventional
weapons must be prepared to cover far more facilities and a considerably
greater land area than is required for monitoring strategic arms.

CFE drawdown will require a phased implementation. First each side must
prepare a baseline inventory of all TLIs during which all equipment could be
declared. Once the baseline inventory has been established to the mutual
satisfaction of the parties to the treaty, destruction or withdrawal of
appropriate weapons must be checked. The destroyed weapons must be subtracted
from the baseline inventory. Finally inspectors must check at least a sample
of equipment to ascertain that no new TLIs have been deployed and that
existing weapons systems have not been illegally upgraded. If new models of
weapons limited by the treaty are produced, the production must be monitored
so that the weapons can be accounted for as they leave the factory.

asubmarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles.

blntercontinental Ballistic Missiles.
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Requirements for tags are stringent since a large number of tag failures
would undermine confidence in treaty compliance. Each tag must uniquely
identify one weapon. Tags must be resistant to counterfeiting and be tamper
proof and very difficult to remove from a weapon once they are attached. But
because of the distribution and numbers of TLIs to be tagged, the tags must be
easy for inspectors to read under field conditions. Exposure of the tags to
operational and environmental stress is likely to be much more severe than
that for strategic weapons.

Conventional weapons deployed in Europe are subjected to a variety of
weather conditions. Tanks are routinely driven through water, mud, sand,
forests, gravel, and even salty water from winter roads or the ocean. Troops
are not noted for always handling weapons with special care. Thus tags must
be rugged enough so that they will not fail under extremes of vibration,
abrasion, temperature, or humidity. Because so many TLIs will be tagged, tags
will need to last for at least a decade, and they should be as inexpensive as
possible if the costs of monitoring the treaty are to be manageable. Tags for
strategic weapons are likely to be in a protected environment.

In assembling a list of specific requirements at this stage in time, it
is difficult to make note of all specific needs to be met by tags and even
more difficult to assess their relative priority. Although setting require-
ments is primarily a function of the user-community, the following qualities
would appear to have some bearing on the selection of a tagging approach.

1. Identifiability. Inherent capability to identify either individual items
or a class of TLIs as required.

2. Counterfeit resistance. Resistant to efforts of tag replication, that is,
resistant enough to make the counterfeiting costly, risky, and lengthy.

3. Transfer resistance. Tag cannot be readily (without detection) trans-
ferred by cutout or removal of the substrate, particularly in timeframes
associated with short-notice inspections.

4. Operational ruggedness. Withstand an operational environment that places
all exposed surfaces at risk to damage in the field.

5. Environmental survivability. Able to cope with realistic deployment
conditions from the Atlantic to the Urals, north and south.

6. Human tolerance. Resistant to human misuse, abuse, or error.

7. Field verificability and rapidity. Easy and rapid verification in the
field.

8. Application by _nspected party. Inspected party can apply tags without
inspectors as witnesses.

9. Economical in outlay. Low-cost tags because of the many potential items
of account.

10. Economical in overhead. Low personnel overhead costs for application,
maintenance, and verification of tags.

(8)



ii. Inventory assistance. Capable of assisting the computerized functions of
baseline and drawdown inventories in both speed and accuracy.

12. Serviceability. Subject to minimal requirements in frequency and skill
of field servicing of tags and their readin3 equipment.

13. Field testability. Can be tested in realistic field trials with high
confidence in extrapolating to actual use on a large scale.

14. Long-term durability. Able to stand one or more decades of use in the
field.

15. Availability. Available for negotiation and application on a timely
basis.

16. Operational impact. Little impact on normal overhaul, cleaning, and
painting operations.

17. Replaceability. Can be replaced in the field if necessary.

18. Amenable to remote verification. Compatibility with remote field
verification to expedite and to reduce intrusiveness of verification.

19. Technology transferability. Technology not embargoed.

20. Locatability. Can be located on identical, conspicuous, and secure
components of a treaty-limited item.

21. Technology transparency. Not limited by concerns over technology
transfer or component transparency.

22. Intelligence susceptibility. Misuse of tags for purposes outside scope
of a treaty.

,23. Field authentication. Can be authenticated on a selected basis in the
field with minimum difficulty and time.

No doubt other government requirements will be added, and the ones listed
above can be refined.

To summarize the role of tagging, especially for CFE, the following
features are highlighted:

Bar code reqistration. In order to provide accuracy, rapidity, simplicity,
universality, and reliability to a standard accounting process, a recommended
machine-readable method is the use of bar codes for registering and tracking
TLIs. For in-field confirmation, a human-readable numeric should also
accompany each bar code. Bar codes can be applied as permanent or attached
markers. There are some acceptable variants of bar codes such as the block-
form varicode.

Survivable taqs. For any type of tag, locations must be chosen where opera-
tional and environmental damage risk is minimized and protection of the tag
must be provided. Threaded bolts or riveted plates could be used where field

(9)
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damage is possible. A mechanicallyattachedbar code plate can act as a
protectivecover for an intrinsictag.

Selective authentication. The tamper-revealingaspects of tags could be
authenticated during short-notice inspection by a process of selective
sampling derived from statisticalconsiderations. High confidencecan be
achieved by authenticatingonly a small fractionof the total numberof tags
(whilereading all the bar codes). The authenticationprocessis more time
consumingthan the bar code reading.

Unwitnessed application. Applicationof tags without an inspector being
present is a tag concept featurethat would allow significantreductionsin
cost for CFE. Some tags can be installedby and at the militaryunit level
withoutinspectorspresentat the time. Authenticationdata would be sent to
the central CFE organizationwhere they would be kept on file and compared
eventuallywith short-noticeinspectionresults. For the CW Convention,it
would be helpful to have either unwitnessedapplicationsor removalof seals
{ -90]. For nuclearweaponsand deliverysystems,all taggingoperationsare
likelyto be closelywatched.

Universaltaqqinq. A tag concept that is durableand inexpensiveenough to
allow all TLIs to be uniquelyidentifiedis most desirable.

Inasmuchas cost is a high priorityin CFE, tags and seals should help
reducethe overallcost of the verificationsystem. Moreover,inspectorswill
have limitedtime availableat a site and a limitedquota of inspections;so
tags could:

i) help expedite inspectionand reduce costly and misleading human
error in the collecteddata;

2) let inspectors make better use of human faculties to observe
qualitativefeatures,such as equipmentmodernization,maintenance
practices,and stateof repair; t

3) reduce the cost of the most expensiveform of on-siteverification,
which would be continuousmonitoringat storage,demilitarization,
or productionfacilities-- by supplementingor obviatingthe need
for sensorsor humanson full-timeduty.

GENERALFEATURESOF TAGS

Proposed tags can be consideredto be of two types: attached tags and
intrinsictags (see Table). Attachedtags are deviceswhich are manufactured
elsewhereand attachedto the equipmentin the field. Intrinsictags use some
featureof the TLI itselfas the uniquemarker. Attachedtags range from very
sophisticatedelectronic devices to simple epoxy paint with mica flakes
suspendedin it.

Although tags are installedto allow treaty inspectorsto periodically
inventory TLIs, they must be designed so that they cannot be used for
intelligencecollection. Both sides must be satisfiedthat they cannot be
activated for targetting purposes in the event of a war [FE-89]. Any
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monitoring scheme must prevent the inspectingside from gaining sufficient
informationon the deploymentof conventionalweapons to deduce the other
side's detailed order of battle or the precise locationof mobile strategic
missilesto defeattheir intendedinvulnerability.

Intrinsictags make use of uniquefeaturesthat belongto a TLI. Tagging
a componentthat is part of or is the TLI is inherentlyadvantageousin terms
of making it difficultto circumventthe tamper-revealingaspectsof unique
indicators.

Attached tags require some means of bondinga tag onto the surfaceof a
TLI. Both the bond and the attachedtag must each providetamper-revealing
features. Thus, attached tags require an added level of tamper-resistance
that intrinsic_ags do not need to provide. The authenticityof an attached
tag is no better than the tamper-revealingcapabilityof its bond to the
surface.

Two types of features can be considered intrinsic:those that are as-
manufactured and those that are introduced into the surface. The as-
manufactured features include metallic grains, precipitates,inclusions,
oxides,voids, fibers,machiningmarks,and abrasions. Featuresdeliberately
added for enhancementof taggingincludemechanicaland etchedmarkings, as
well as particlesand ions implantedwithin the surface.

An intrinsictag may make use of surfaceroughnessor subsurfacefeatures
for its uniqueness. One of the advantagesin principleof subsurfacefeatures
is that they are protectedby the outer surfacefrom the externaloperational
environment.

No matter what type of tag is used, there are four common practical
installation imperatives: location, preparation, stabilization, and
protection. The designatedlocationfor application-- exposedor sheltered
from operationaland environmentalconditions-- will depend on the type of
TLI, the sensitivityof its design,and the availabilityof suitablesurfaces.

! g

Location. It is first necessaryto designateand find the locationon the TLI

where the _ag is to be installed. The designationmight be embodied in a
treatyMOU, basedon the particulartype and versionof the TLI. One or more
major componentsof the TLI might be subjectto tagging,such as the turret,
the tub, or the main gun of a tank. Dependingon thesechoices,the locations
might be in exposed or shelteredlocations. Once designated,the particular
coordinatesof the locationmust be found repeatedlyby those who are to
installand read the tag.

Preparation. The surfaceat the locationto be taggedwill undoubtedlyneed
some preparation,regardlessof whether it is an attachedor intrinsictag.
Intrinsictags need reproduciblesurfaceconditions,and attached tags need
surfacesto which they can adherefor many years. Moisture,grease,paint,
and rust will have to be removedto reach bare metal (or other surface that

aMemorandumof Understanding.
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does not deteriorate). Most likelya portableelectricsandingdrill will be
needed,along with a wirebrush,sandpaper,and cleaningsolvent.

Stabilization. Once a surface has been cleaned, it will be necessary to
ensurethat it does not revert to an unstablebase: Attachedtags would lose
their adherence, and intrinsic tags would lose some of their signature
capability. Stabilitycan probablybe obtainedby preventingair and moisture
from reachingthe surface. Attachedtags could do this with their adhesive,
and intrinsictags by coveringthe surfacewith a protectivecoatingor cover.

Protection. At almost any location,whetherexposedor sheltered,tags will
require protection against operationalconditions and abuse. At exposed
locations,they will also need protection againstthe environment. If an
attachedtag is sufficientlyself-protectedagainstdamage,it might not need
additional protection; however, a tag that protrudesexcessivelyfrom the
surface is vulnerableto detachmentby shear forces. An intrinsictag will
require some protective cover, which could be a thin polyvinylor metal
barcode adhesivelyand/ormechanicallyattached. Bare metal surroundingthe
tag in excess of the tag area would probablybe primed and paintedagain to
the edges of the tag.

Non-transferability

Substrate transfer is a problemcommon to all tags. Cuttingout or under-
cutting the tag substrateprovides a potentialmeans of treaty circumven-
tion. Ultrasonic probing of microcracksis very likely to detect such
substratetransfer. Even if the transferredsubstratewere outsidethe field
of visual inspectionor masked by the highestqualityrepair,the residual
evidence of changes in the substrate should be detectable by ultrasonic
surface and body waves. All known tag conceptsare vulnerableto substrate
transfer or cutout. Consequently,development of a means of secondary
verification(as by ultrasonics)would benefitall the concepts.

However, it does not follow that substrate transfer or cutout is a
•seriousconcern in every treaty. For SNDVsa the marginalvalue of a nuclear
weapon might be sufficientto inducea high expenditureto illegallyremove a
tag. However,for CFE it is much less likely,and it might alsobe impracti-
cal to cutout or undercut a tag without an inspectornoticingthe effect.
Also, if there is a short period of time between the act of tagging and
inspecting(as in a possiblenuclear-warhead-dismantlementtreaty), it might
be very difficultfor a cheatingparty to have confidencein a tamperedtag.

PHYSICALPRINCIPLESPROPOSEDFOR TAGGING

As indicatedin the tables,many physicalprincipleshave been mentioned in
European and American literature [BA-89][KN-90]as applicableto tagging.
Even "radioactive"tags have been suggested[KN-89].

astrategicNuclearDeliveryVehicles.
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Reflective-ParticleTaq

The most developedof the attachedtaggingtechnologiesis the glitter-paint
(reflective-particle)tag [BA-89]. In this scheme,a numberpaintedon the
weapon is covered with a transparentpaint which contains suspended mica
flakes. The flakes form a unique patternover the numberswhich would be
extremelydifficultto duplicate. The pattern is photographedfrom several
anglesusing a still video camerawith sequencedlightsattachedto it. Data
will be recorded on a floppy disk, and the informationwill be filed to
identifythe TLI in question. To protect the tags in a CFE environmentit
would be necessaryto apply an overcoat or metal plate over the tag. To
verifyin the field,a portablecomputerizedimagedata basemust be carried.

ElectronicTags

Electronictags could be made from integratedcircuitsthat are attached to
the weapon in such a way that removalwould be sensed IGA-88I. Mechanisms
that are suggestedto make them tamper-proofincludemaking them position
sensitiveor encasing the chip in a fibre optic net. The device can be
activatedby electronicsignalsor keys. Probablyeach sidewould hold one of
two keys necessaryto activatethe tags. The electroniccircuitcould then
broadcasta signal identifyingitselfor permitinterrogationby an inspector.
Inspectionscould be conducted by detectors mounted on vehicles or in
airplanes, helicoptersor even satellites. Inspectorswould not have get
close to the weapons they are monitoring [CH-89]. The agreementsigned in
1986 by the StockholmConferenceon Confidence-and Security-BuildingMeasures
and Disarmament in Europe provides for airborn inspection of military
maneuversin Europe. This agreementhas been implementedwithoutproblem,so
there is precedentfor aerial inspectionwhich has the advantageof being less
intrusiveand fasterthan inspectionsconductedby groundobservers.

DosimetricTag

A dosimetrictag might be usefulto indicatewhethera nuclearweapon has been
.present in a warhead compartment. For a dual-purposeweapon system,such as
the U.S. Tomahawk cruise missile,this could be important. The Tomahawk can
have either a conventionalhigh-explosiveor a nuclearwarhead. A strategic
arms controlagreementmight limit the number of nuclear-armedmissiles,but
not restrictthe conventionalarmament. A dosimetrictag attached at both
ends of the missile canister (or missile, if accessible)would indicate
whethera radiation-emittingdevicehad been present.

IntrinsicSurface-RouqhnessTags for CFE

The intrinsic-surfacetag has beenevaluatedfor two types of applicationthat
involvethe direct and indirectuse of the scanningelectronmicroscope(SEM)
[DE-90]. The direct approachinvolvesbringingto the TLI a portable SEM,
using it to make measurementsof topology and morphologyof the surface.
Combiningthree-dimensionaltopographicalwith x-ray analysisof the surface
compositionprovideshighlydetailedand unique characterization.

The indirectapproachmakes use only of the three-dimensionaltopography
by examininga plastic-castingfingerprinttaken of the surface. In this case
the SEM could be a fieldablesystembroughtto a site where all fingerprints
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are examinedduring the course of an on-siteinspection,or it could be kept
at the laboratoriesof each verificationorganizationwhere the fingerprints
are comparedupon returnof the inspectionteams.

Whatever the role of tagging-- total inventorycontrol,distinguishing
legal from illegal, special-statusequipment,or selectedarmaments-- the
intrinsic-surfacetag is applicable. For START the directSEM approachwould
appear to offer the highestcounterfeitresistanceof any type of tag. For
CFE the indirect SEM approach provides high cost-effectiveness. In both
approaches,bar codes are an integralfeatureof the intrinsic-surfacetag
conceptin order to maintainaccurateand rapid inventory.

A typical intrinsictag would use a portionof the surfaceto uniquely
identifya particularTLI. Surface-roughnesstags use an as-manufacturedor
altered portion of the surface-- or the bottom of a hole drilledinto the
TLI. With modern casting techniques,it might be possibleto counterfeita
weld or a machined surface sufficientlyto fool the unaidedeye. Therefore
the tags should be authenticatedby a high-resolutiondevice such as an
electron microscope. Researchersare faced with either making a scanning
electron microscope portable and usable under field conditions or with
developinga method for carrying surfacedetails back to the laboratoryfor
examination.

A concept that appears attractive for CFE involves just two steps:
"registration"and "fingerprinting". Treaty-limitedequipment would be
"registered"with treaty authoritiesby identifyingsuch equipmentwith a
standard registrationmark or sticker. Hext, a "fingerprint"of the surface
roughnessin the vicinityof the registrationmark would be made and sent to
the treaty authorities. Both of these steps could be accomplishedby the
custodians of the equipment without necessarilybeing witnessed by other
treaty parties.

Mapping surface features with plastic castings would be particularly
well-suitedfor a CFE treaty. The magnificationand depth-of-fieldof the SEM

,is so powerfulthat a very small area of the plastic-castingfingerprint_is
needed for authentication. At the bottomof a deep surfacemarking,the area
to be checkedcould be much less than 1 sq mm. A 0.01 x 0.01 mm area would
have from 103 to lOs unique resolvabletopographicalfeatures;an entire 1 sq
cm could provideup to 100 gigabytesof data if needed.

The castings of machined surfaces and welds can be preparedeasily by
cleaning the surface and applying a quick-dryingcellulose-acetatecasting
tape to a preselectedarea. Casts that are sufficientlyaccurateto uniquely
identifythe surfacecan be made by personnelwith minimumtrainingand then
examined under the scanning electron microscope by technicians in the
laboratory. One way to tag a TLI would be to mark it with an incisednumber,
a bar code, and a rectangle designatingthe surface to be used as the
intrinsictag (Fig. 1). A castingwould copy the numberand the bar code as
well as the characteristicsof the surfacetag. If the intrinsicsurfacecan
be securedwith a protectiveplate that containsa visiblebarcode,then the
surface needs to be jnarked only by hand to produce some recognizable
fiducials;a crude 1-cm_rectangleor three stampedmarks will do quite well
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Alignmentof the castingin the field duringsubsequentinspectionswould
not be necessarybecausethe castingwould record the rectangledesignating
the tag. Alignmentof imageswould then be performedin the lab. Several
casts could be preparedduringan inspectionto guard againsta poor replica-
tion. Each castingtape used in the taggingprocesswould be identifiedby a
unique bar code providedby the inspectorto keep track of them and to avoid
"slightof hand" substitutionof a fake casting. Betweeninspections,the tag
surface shouldbe protected,althoughonly a small portionof the tag surface
needs to remainunaltered. In fact, lessthan 1% of the fingerprintedsurface
is needed for a positiveidentificationof the TLI.

The casts are easy enough to make so that baseline inventorycould be
carriedout by troops stationedin the field. Each sidewould label its own
TLIs and preparecastingsof the tag surfaces. The castswould be shippedto
a central location. Inspectorsfrom each side would verify the declared
baseline inventoryby making castingsof the surfaceon a random sample of
TLIs during short-noticeinspections. These castingswould be compared in
detail with those on file from the baseline. Other castingswould be filed
withoutexamination. Becauseinspectorsneed only carry the simpleequipment
neededfor making the casts, sensitiveequipmentlike scanningelectronmicro-
scopes and computersnecessaryfor storingthe large volume of information
requiredto identifytagswould be kept in laboratoryconditions.

• The combinationof fingerprintingby the side being inspectedand the
registrationof all TLIs duringbaselinecould be implementedin phaseswhile
a CFE came into force. In the first phase, a defined locationon each TLI
would be prepared as a tagging surface by such steps as removingrust and
paint. This surfacewould be co_eredby a bar code label, and its identify
entered along with the bar code number in the baseline inventory. Finger-
printscould be taken eitherat baselineor duringsubsequentinspections.As
the castingsare recorded,the simple adhesivestickerwould be replacedwith
a more permanentbar code label and additionaldurableprotectionadded for
the fingerprintedsurface.

The concept of using surface-roughnessfeatures as a tag has been
stronglyurged in Europe. Based on extensiveexperiencein on-siteinspection
and analysis of ways of improvingOSI value to treaty verification,the
Western European Union Agency for Control of Armaments has concluded that
intrinsicsurfacefeatures(roughnessand grain structure)may be particularly
useful for tagging CFE TLIs. They consider intrinsic surfaces to be
"practicallyinvulnerableto evasionmeasures"and suggestedurgent attention
to such "viable"tagging.

In a WEU paper [JA-90] delivered in January 1990 detailing their
extensiveOSI experience,Col. Klaus Jacob concludesthat "Tamper-prooftags
fixed to TLIs...could considerablyease effectiveverification."

Intrinsicsurface tags have inherentadvantagesin applicationto CFE.
No tag must be attachedto the surface:Intrinsictags make use of features
that belong to the TLI or marks that are introducedinto the surface. In
Fact, For this applicationshallow-or deep-surfaceincisedtags are useful
because of the added naturalprotectionthat is providedby the surface (see
Fig. I). Intrinsic-surfacetags have inherentprotectionagainst environ-
mental and operationalconditions. Shallow surface (0.1 mm) marks are less
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self-protectedthan deep (mm), narrow (mm) cuts. Whenever a tag is an
intrinsicfeatureof the TLI, it is also inherentlyresistantto tamperingand
transfer.

TLIs that do not have suitableaccessiblemarkingscan be easily marked
by handtools or by mechanicalor electronictools. These markings can be
appliedby the inspectedpartywithoutwitness. The markingscan be of a type
that will make inspectionsrapid and accurate. If factory markings are
inconvenientlylocatedor absent,inventorymarks can be simplyadded to the
surface with a carbide scribe or with various mechanical or electronic
tools. For example,a laseror chemicallyetchedmarkingwill have sufficient
irregularitieswhen examined in large magnificationthat it could serve as
both inventoryaid and unique identifier.

In addition to expeditingand improvingthe accuracyof inventory,the
bar-codelabels serve to indicatethe locationat which the fingerprintis to
be made. This makes it easier to return to that locationon the TLI for
fingerprints to be made during subsequent short-noticeinspections. An
adhesivebar-codelabel could be accidentallyremovedor damaged,but the MOU
will indicatewhere on the TLI the uniquefingerprintcan be obtained. More
durable markings can be made in the future using a portable programmed
commerciallaser-markingunit.

The most economicalapproachto authenticationis to store the baseline
"fingerprint"on file at one or more centralrepositories(as the FBI does);
then when there is need to make a comparisonwith a post-baselinefingerprint,
the correspondingbaseline copy is removed from storageand matched at the
computerizedcentralscanning-electronmicroscope(SEM). It would be possible
to digitize all fingerprintdata upon receiptand store on laser disk. The
central repository/laboratoryapproach has significantcost and procedural
advantages (compliancedecisionsare deferreduntil internalreview of all
relevant information). In fact, in a CFE treaty where the threshold of
military significancecould be in the thousands,there is little point in
overreactingto singularunresolvablediscrepanciesin the field.

I

Field analysis of plastingcasting can be conducted,if desired. One
approach is to have a portableSEM which is broughtto an inspectionsite to
preview all fingerprintsthat are collectedduring the inspectionperiod.
Anotherapproachis to use an opticalmicroscopeto screenthe castingsat the
site. Althoughthe resolutionand depthof field of the opticalmicroscopeis
much inferiorto the SEM, it should be sufficientas a quality-controlstep.
Improvedtechnologyfor digitaldata transmissioncould, if needed, allow a
more thoroughfield comparisonof the baselinedatawith the new casting.

AlternativeIntrinsicTaqs

Other logicalmeans of intrinsic-surfacefingerprintinghave been considered
worldwide. Some also make use of the intrinsicsurfaceby extractingunique
featuresother than surface roughnessor by using other means for recording
the surfaceinformation. These do not have the spatialresolutioncapabili-
ties of the electron microscope. There is also an Intrinsicconcept that
derivesuniquefeaturesfrom belowthe surface.
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Weld photoqraphy. One alternative intrinsic tag is to take photographs of
unique markings, such as welds or as-cast surfaces. Two types of problems
arise in this concept: (I) difficulties in data processing and data management
in order to assure accuracy and retrievability at low cost, and (2) limited
authentication capability of macrophotography.

Recent efforts to counterfeit a weld tag have proven to be unsuccessful
when examined by an SEM at magnifications greater than 40x; however, for
practical purposes, it appears at lower magnifications that counterfeiting was
successful from the viewpoint of macrophotography. It would be very difficult
for counterfeits to also pass a "wirebrush" test, that is, resist damage when
being scrapped and hammered.

Ultrasonic subsurface siqnature. One of the potential weaknesses of the
surface fingerprint is its possible susceptibility to operational damage and
weathering. Although these issues are addressed by protecting the finger-
print, there is appropriate interest in subsurface signatures. One way of
obtaining a subsurface signature would be by ultrasonic means, in which the
underlying region is mapped. Ultrasonic techniques are in common use for flaw
detection. A non-uniform medium will propagate and reflect ultrasonic waves
in a manner that is dependent on the non-uniformities, thereby providing the
essence of a subsurface "signature".

Several important research and development issues remain to be examined.
First, at any given defined tag location, there might be no uniqueness in the
subsurface acoustic pattern; a cast and rolled metal might have no detectable
local defects or inclusions unless very high ultrasonic frequencies are
usable. This is not a problem for fiber-reinforced rocket-motor casings, but
it might for armor plate. Second, due to the complexity of the signature and
the non-reproducibility of the transducer in contact with a surface, it must
be established that a reproducible pattern can be obtained after many years.
Much would have to be learned about the effect of surface damage and
weathering on the ultrasonic image, which is collected by transducer contact
with the surface.

I '

Third, a substantial data base would be required for ultrasonic verifica-
tion. If verification were to be confirmed in the field, the inspector would
have to carry the detailed data For essentially every TLI for each inspec-
tion. If, on the other hand, the ultrasonic image were to be returned to the
central laboratory for comparison, this method wuld lose its potential
advantages when compared to the surface-roughness fingerprint.

For verification of mobile strategic missiles, the ultrasonic tag would
encounter conditions best suited to its application.-

PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR TAGS

All tags will either have to be self-protected or be covered with a protective
layer. The removal and reattachment of protective coverings will take addi-
tional time during field verification; the required time cannot be considered
without taking into account the degree of protection needed. For this
purpose, a minimum protection standard must be established, at which point
each tag concept could be graded. For example, if no protective covering were
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required, then none of the tag concepts would be at a disadvantage. If,
however, a metal plate were necessary to protect a tag from potential
operationaldamagein the field,then only a few tags are compatiblewith such
covers (Electronicdevicescould not be interrogatedremotelyif coveredwith
a metal shield). The table below indicatesthose tags that appearcompatible
with :riousprotectivecoverings.

PHYSICAL APPLICABLEPROTECTIVECOVERINGS
PRINCIPLE

(INTRINSIC) NONE VINYL TAPE PLASTICCOATING METAL PLATE THREADEDBOLT

Weld X
Deep etching X
Ultrasonic X X X X X
Surf. roughnessX X X X X

(ATTACHED)
Optical X
Electronic X
Laminatedtape X
Serial numbers X

Intrinsictags (especiallythoseusing deep incisions)have some inherent
resistance to abrasion, and can therefore be used without any protective
cover, as indicatedin the columnmarked "None". Attachedtags have a built-
in level of self-protection,usuallya plasticcoatingor a fabricatedplastic
case. The levels of increasingresistanceto damagego from leftto right in
the table. Painted serial numbers are classified as "attached" for the
purposes of this table. The attached "optical"tags, such as reflective-
particles in a transparentmatrix, are those that are read out by laser

'scanningor cameras.

Any level of protective technology is compatiblewith both surface-
roughness and subsurface-ultrasonicsignatures,while additionalprotection
would tend to defeat the designgoals of other tags. For taggingmain battle
tanks at an exposed location,a highlydurable,low-profileprotectivecover
would be necessary,such as a mechanicallyaffixedmetallicplate mountedover
the tagged intrinsicarea.

SEAL TECHNOLOGY

Seals for arms control verificationare likelyto be based primarilyon the
experience derived from domestic and internationalsafeguards. However,
weapontreatiesmight need sealsto be developedto meetmore stringentgoals.

A CW Conventionmight requireconsiderablymore seals than utilized for
the NPT; thus, it would difficultin the field to have lengthyverification
proceduresor to carry an overly large data base. Some compromisein the
steps that constitutefield verificationof integrityand identitymight be
required,with additionalauthenticationto be carriedout at headquarters.
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A bolt-seal has been thoroughly proven after joint multl-national
developmentcentered at the Ispra Euratom Laboratory. It is used to seal
nuclear-reactorfuel bundles. The uniquepart of the seal consistsof a metal
stub that retainsits integrityunlessbroken and that providesan ultrasonic
signatureof defectsrandomlyintroduced.

For high-valueweapons of mass destruction,the highestdegree of seal
authenticationwould be needed. Seals might be placed on nuclear weapons
prior to being shipped for verifieddismantlement. Considerabletime might
lapse between the placement of the seal on a shipping container and its
witnessed opening at a dismantlementfacility after transport. Such arms
control seals are likely to be attached in addition to owner custody
requirements.

A nuclear-weaponsseal shouldbe designedto assure the verifyingparty
that during transit to the portal the containercould not be openedwithout
revealingthat the seal had been decoupled. Such a sealmight have a standard
of verificationquality that exceedsthat which is normallyassociatedwith
domestic or internationalsafeguards(e.g., Type E seals [DOE-89])for two
reasons. First,the resourcesfor defeatingthe seal availableto a national
party generally exceed those that are available to adversariesusually
consideredin design of a domesticsafeguardsseal. Second,weaponsof mass
destructionrequirea much higherlevel of assurancethan normallyassociated
with internationalsafeguardson fissilematerials.

Seals that might be improvedto meet the more stringentarms-control
verificationstandardsincludetwo particulartypes:fiber-opticseals (VACOSS
and COBRA) [DR-90]that have light-transmittingcables which can be wrapped
around a container,and brittle-ceramicseals that have ultrasound-conducting
cableswhich can be interrogatedby acousticmethods. The fiber-opticseals
have been developed by Sandia National Laboratory and the Euratom Joint
ResearchCenter;the ceramicultrasonicseal is under developmentat Argonne
NationalLaboratory. The ceramicseal would be particularlyuseful in highly
toxic and high-tempeaturechemicalenvironments.When two separableparts can
be spot-weldedor fused together,the plastic-castingfingerprintmethod would
be a highlytamper-resistantmeans of seal authentication.

Readingrequirementsfor tags can be an importantfactor in suitability
for field application. The size, portability,power, durability,capacity,
versatility,and sufficiencyof such readersare significant. A tag or seal
that collects and stores image data for the unique identificationusually
requiresmore Field storagethat devicesthat condensethe identificationby
some other means. In CFE, the mobilityand numberof armamentswould make it
difficultto carry along with every inspectionteams all image data for all
TLIs; yet that might be necessarybecause total limitsrather than specific
locationalrestrictionsapply. In a CW Conventionmany sealed items are
likely to stay at specific locations, so the data required for field
authenticationmight be manageablein the Field.
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VERIFICATIONPROTOCOLS

Four relevant phases of treaty implementationare (1) pre-MOU,(2) baseline
inspection,(3) short-noticeinspection,and (4) elimination. The TLIs could
be marked during the pre-MOU phase, as part of an inventorysubmittedin the
treaty MOU. Because of the large numbersof candidateTLIs and their wide-
spread geographicaldeployment,it will be extremelydifficultto track TLIs
in a CFE treaty. During the baselinephase,some or all of the MOU should be
verified,includingthe tags. But the large numberof objects,the short time
available(say half a year), the mobilityof the TLIs, and the similarityof
weapons within a TLI class dictate exploitationof modern technology to
providetimelyand accurateverification.

Subsequentverificationin short-noticeinspectionor eliminationcould
consistof two steps. The first step is field verificationof inventorywhich
would consist of automated reading of the inventorymarkers coupled with
trained inspector observation of the TLI characteristics. This primary
verificationstep will include inspectorcorroborationof the TLI and non-
transfer of the tag. The numerationof all inspectedTLIs is an essential
step in the processof buildingand maintaininga verificationdatabase.

The second verification step is tag authentication,which could be
conducted selectively during baseline, short-notice,and routine inspec-
tions. In the pre-MOU stage, each side would have inventoriedits holdings
and each TLI could have been marked,tagged,or sealed.

The markings that might be applied can have any coding, shape, or
color. A bar code or varicodewould be well-suitedfor this purposebecause
of compatibilitywith accurateand rapid portablereaders. Large barcodesor
checkeredvaricodescould be read from distantgroundor air vehicles.

ECONOMIES

A knowledgeableartilleryor tankofficer is likelyto be an essentialmember
of any inspectionteam, regardlessof tag concept. In fact, a very important
aspect of verificationwill be the judgementof experiencedmilitary service
personnel:They will have to ensure that the TLI appearsto be of the type
declared in the MOU and that no tamperingor componenttransferappears to
have taken place. This is an extremelyimportanthuman sensoryintegration
stage. Since OSI has to take place anyway,the verificationregimeshouldbe
designedto take advantageof this observationalcapability.

For the registered-fingerprintapproach,which _esultsin a storableform
of the fingerprintand the registrationnumber, no immenseimage data base
need be retainedat central headquartersor broughtto the field during OSI.
Tags that rely on in-field verificationof compared imagesrequire tens or
hundredsof thousandsof imagesto be broughtalong during each inspectionby
every inspection team. Although the self-applicationpotential of the
fingerprinted-registrationtag provides the option of bypassing baseline
inspections,such inspectionscould be carried out if required by policy
considerations,therebyprovidingan addeddegreeof surety.
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All treaty-limiteditems can be accurately,quickly, and inexpensively
counted if they are "registered"along with their uniquefingerprints. The
use of bar codes read by portablelasers will providean efficientlow-cost
computer-basedaccountingsystemfor keepingtrack of the largenumber of TLIs
to be monitored.

The fingerprinted-registrationtag does not requirethat the inspecting
side make a complete baseline inspection. The accuracy of the inventory
submittedby the side being inspectedcould be checkedby subsequentinspec-
tion of a relativelysmall random sample of the tens of thousandsof TLIs.
Althoughthis would eliminatethe necessityfor a time-consumingand expensive
baseline inventory before the treaty could be implemented,the baseline
inspectioncould still be conductedwith more attentionto _ther interests.
Items immediately removed from inventoriescould be destroyed, and their
destructionverified by subsequentshort notice inspections. Items declared
to be withdrawnfrom a zone or the ATTU shouldnot reappearon inventory.

The best concepts for CFE verificationshould be simple, inexpensive,
reliable,and ready for implementation,as recapitualedbelow:

Simple.Standardexistingfactorymarkingscan form the basisof TLI accounta-
bility. As a betteroption,bar-codelabelingcould be appliedto improvethe
accuracyand rapidityof the inventoryprocess. Authenticationcould be based
on a "fingerprint"of the intrinsicsurfaceadjacentto the factorymarkingor
bar code.

Inexpensive.The initialinventorymade during the baselineunder an abbrevi-
ated schedulecould use eitherexistingfactorymarkingsor adhesivebar-code
labels that would be affixedduring the MOU preparationphase at designated
locations on each TLI by the party to be inspected. Plastic-casting
"fingerprints"could alsobe made during the baselinephase by the inspected
party with or withoutwitnesses. As a result,the cost of taggingoperations
would be apportioned to those parties that have the most declared TLIs.
However, because military personnel are already assigned to maintain
equipment,no additionallaborcostswould be incurred.

Reliable.Because the surface of a TLI is manufacturedto withstandopera-
tional and environmental rigors, its fingerprint is a highly reliable
indicator (just as human fingerprintsare unique and durable). Minimal
protectionover the fingerprintedsurface is easy to be added where needed.
Attached tags will need to have either an unexposedlocationor be highly
durable.

Ready.The only materialsneededfor authenticationof the factory-markingor
intrinsicsurfaceoption are celluloseacetatestripsmarked with a bar code
and a small quantityof acetone. If the bar-codeoptionwere adopted,commer-
ciallyavailableadhesivelabelscould be used. All of these materialscan be
supplied and used by the respectiveparties of the treaty. The bar-code
labelsneed not be appliedin the initialphasesof the treaty;they could be
added later -- provided plasticcastingswere obtainedinitially. Fieldable
(commerciallyavailable) bar-codereaders and laboratoryfacilitiesfor SEM
evaluation of the castings would be needed for post-baselineinspection
support.
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DATA HANDLING

Data taken in the field for tags or seals will have to be shared between
inspecteesand inspectorsand usuallyjointlycertified. Datamight be agreed
to be taken from the site, providedeach side has copies. If "fingerprint"
castingsare made, each side couldretaincastings.

If authenticationis completedaway from the inspectionsite, it would
probably be at central facilitiesset up for each major party and for the
coordinatingverificationorganization. For example,for CFE both NATO and
Warsaw Pact could each have such a facility,alongwith a centralcoordinating
verificationorganizationto adjudicatedifferences. For a CW Conventionthe
centralorganizationmight undertakeall of the authentication.

Where image comparisonis required,the data shouldbe processedto yield
a normalized correlation coefficient to compare the baseline with the
inspectionimages. Minimalhuman judgementshouldbe involved.

Resultsfrom all tag/sealverificationwould normallybe reportedby each
party and by the central organization. Compliancedecisionswould be a
broaderprocessinvolvingother informationgatheredby treatyparties.

ON-GOINGPROGRAMS

Programs for development of tag/seal technology are largely focussed at
nationallaboratoriesin the UnitedStatesand at the Joint ResearchCenter at
Ispra. The U.S. Department of Energy has funded most of the tag/seal
developmentreported in this paper,much of the originalwork being conducted
by Sandia NationalLaboratoryunder nuclearsafeguardsprograms. The Defense
NuclearAgency is tasked to test and evaluatedevelopeddeviceson behalf of
the Departmentof Defense.

Under joint programswith Euratomand with other nationalorganizations,
,the Ispra center has developedseveralseal concepts. The WesternEuropean
Union has suggested the developmentof a surface roughnesstag for CFE
[JA-881.

DornierAerospacein Germanyhas carriedout an extensiveanalysisof tag
applicationsand has appliedfor a patenton an electronictag IKN-90].

BENEFITSOF TAGGINGAND SEALING

The benefitsof tags and seals depend on the particulartreaty. Seals are
very importantto the NPT, and will probably be equally important in a CW
Conventionand in a warhead-dismantlementtreaty. Seals might also have some
limiteduse in START and CFE.

Tags are seriouslyconsideredfor mobilemissilesin START and have high
potentialfor a warhead-dismantlementtreaty. Particularbenefitsof tags to
CFE are listedbelow:
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All treaty-limiteditemscan be accuratelyand inexpensivelycounted

Accurate countingof all TLIs is importantfor complianceconfidenceand for
avoiding uncertaintiesin the otherwisecomplextreaty bookkeeping. Because
of the low cost of bar-codescanningsystems,the overallcost of verification
will be reduced when compared to other means of accounting. Security is
enhancedby ensuringthat large deploymentsor activitiescould not be masked
by the "noise"level of less accuratemeans of accounting. Some tags are so
inexpensive that they do not serve as a fiscal barrier to effective
verification.

No portal-perimetermonitorinqis required

Portal-perimetermonitoringcould be used for storageand productionfacili-
ties in CFE, but with universaltaggingof treaty-limitedequipment,it would
not be necessary. It would be incumbenton equipmentcustodiansto attach
tags on appropriateitems of equipmentbefore distributionfrom a production
facility and to ensure that tags remain on equipmentthat is in storage.
Short-noticeinspectionsof deployedand stored items would be sufficientto
check on inventoryrestrictions.

No inspectionof productionfacilitieswould be needed. Tagging could
reduce intrusivenessand save substantialcosts becauseof the high cost of
equipmentand personnelfor portaland perimetermonitoring. Althoughstorage
sites might be monitored, perhaps only minimal alarm systems need be
installed. It is much less expensiveto have an occasionalinspectionteam
drop by than to maintain a continuous presence. NTM can also keep a
continuouseye on declaredstoragesites.

Zonal limitationscan be easilyand concurrentlyenforced

Computer-baseddata systemswill be able to track deploymentrestrictionsmuch
more accuratelyand promptlywhen the entirepopulationof TLI are subjectto
systematicstatisticalsampling. An inspectorin the field only surveys a
small portionof holdingsat any one time; NTM sees a broadpicture,but with
difficultyin ascribingspecificitems to particularlocations. A computer-
based registrationsystem,which can have eitherreal-timeor post-inspection
data processing,can check findingsagainstthe treaty numerical,locational
and holding restrictionsfor the entire distributionof forces--if given
sufficientaccurateand periodicsamples.

Movementof items can be inferred

If all TLIs are tagged,movementsof TLI can be trackedto reveal possible
strategicshifts, irrespectiveof treaty limitations. Certainmovementsare
legitimate within zones; other movements might be related to declared
exercises;all of these activitiesare relevantto intelligenceassessments.

Modernizationcan be noted

In concert with visual inspection,the pace of replacementor modernization
can be Followedif all items are requiredto have registrationsonce released
from the productionsite. With 100% registration,some ambiguitiesregarding
qualitativefeatures can be avoided. In fact, increasedcombatvalue can be
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more explicitlytracked if certain specific items are also tagged, such as
tank turretsand gun breeches.

Operationalaircraftcan be counted

All aircraft (fixedwing or rotary)must return to base at some time where
they could be checkedfor propertags just llke all otherTLIs. Althoughthis
does not deal with the high instantmobilityof airframes,their tag informa-
tion coupled with registrationof other forces will indicatepatterns. It
would be possiblefor short-notlceinspectionsto occur in Europewithia a few
hours of declared intent, in fact in even less time by attachedor roving
inspectors.

No continuouspresenceat eliminationfacilitiesrequired

With universal tagging, it is not necessary to continuouslywitness the
destructionof weapons. When TLIs are destroyed,the treaty verification
organization will be informed. Tags found during on-site inspection
verificationcorrespondingto items declared destroyed would constitute a
discrepancy. Whetherpresenceat eliminationfacilitieswill be required to
verify actual destruction (in contrast to withdrawal from the ATTU) is a
decisionbased on the actualtreaty adopted. Short-noticeinspectionscan be
utilizedto inspectmarshallingyards at eliminationfacilities. In contrast
to INF, the detailed observationof CFE destructionis likely to be an
extended,uninformative,and boringprocess.

THE UTILITYOF TAGGING

The preceeding considerationsindicate that the cost of tagging in arms
controlshould not be consideredin isolation-- but in conjunctionwith the
utilitytagging provides to the total verificationsystem,therebystrength-
ening the effectiveness and reducing the cost of overall verification.
Partial verification(not tagging some TLIs) in order to save costs is a

,policy based on mistaken impressions. Cost savings incurredby tagging a
smaller fraction of armaments are trivial compared to the broader
considerationof verificationconfidencefor a given cost increment. On the
contrary, the more comprehensivethe tagging (at least for self-applied
intrinsictags), the higher the cost-effectivenessof tagging and the lower
the overallcost of verification.

(24)
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PHYSICALPRINCIPLE II VERIFICATIONCHARACTERISTICS II AUTHENTICATION

II OPERATINGMODE II APPLICATIONSCOPE II LOCATION

I]ACTIVEI PASSIVEJl UNIQUEI NON-UNIQUEIICONTACTISTANDOFFIDISTANT

ELECTRONMICROSCOPY II I X II X I II X I I

PLASTICCASTINGS II I X II X I II I I X

HOLOGRAPHY Ii I X II X I il I X I-

OPTICALMICROSCOPYII _ X I_ X m _ _ x
ACOUSTIC* II ! X II X I II X I ! X

RADIOLOGICAL** ' II m x ii x i Im _ x m

+ BASEDON A. KNOTH,DORNIER

* SUBSURFACESIGNATURE

** ADDEDSUBSURFACEFEATURE
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PHYSICALPRINCIPLESFORELECTRONICTAGGING(II)

PHYSICALPRINCIPLE ll VERIFICATIONCHARACTERISTICS !1 AUTHENTICATION

lI OPERATINGMODE il APPLICATIONSCOPE II LOCATION

li ACTIVEI PASSIVEil UNIQUEi NON-UNIQUEli CONTACTI STANDOFF[ DISTANT

ACTIVE II X I II X I X II X I X I X

: STANDBY II X _ _ X _ X _ X _ X
LASER I! I X II X I II ! X i

INTERFEROMETRYII _ _ _ _ _ n
MICROWAVE I! u x _ x _ _ _ x
RADIOFREQUENCY ' !! ! X II X I Ii I X I X

+ BASEDON A, KNOTH,DORNIER
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PHYSICALPRINCIPLE II VERIFICATIONCHARACTERISTICS II AUTHENTICATIDN

In OPERATINGMODE II APPLICATIONSCOPE ]I LOCATION

JJ ACTIVEI PASSIVEil UNIQUEI NON-UNIQUE]ICONTACT] STANDOFF] DISTANT

REFLECTIVE I] I X II X I II X I I

GEOLOGIC !1 t x _ x _ _ x _
FLUORESCENT II ! X II I X I! X I X I

BIOLOGIC II _ X _ X _ _J X J X
LAMINATEDTAPE" II j X II X ! X II X ! X I

METALPLATE'* ' II I x !1 x ! x II ! i x
+ BASEDON A, KNOTH,DORNIER

" COULDHAVEMORETHANONEAUTHENTICATIONFEATURE

** UNDERSIDEAUTHENTICATEDBY ELECTRONMICROSCOPE
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